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The University of Maine police, now part
of the Teamsters' Union, will be negotiating in Augusta today to improve UMaine
police wages and working conditions,
which may include a request to allow police
officers to carry arms on campus.
UMO patrolman Walter J. Stilphen, who
is bargaining for the police, said he can't
talk specifically about the negotiations
because they are "confidential."
"I can't talk about weapons because it's
in negotiations," Stilphen said. "It's"
means anything associated with a policeman's job, he said, ranging from working
conditions to better hours and "weapons
could be considered a part of our job," he
added.
Students in opposition to campus police
carrying guns have formed a collective
bargaining committee which met last
Wednesday night to discuss how the
The
student voice could be heard.
committee's plan of action includes
petitions. posters and letters to the
trustees and the media.
bargaining for guns," committee member
Bill Hammer said. "We're operating under
an assumption. I think it's a fair
assumption that they are willing to bargain
away quite a bit to get guns. They feel
strongly about this."
Vice Chancellor of the Maine Labor
Relations Board Sam D'Amico, who is
bargaining on behalf of the university
administration, said the gun issue has
always been an administrative decision,
and "we want to keep it this way." When
asked if police will eventually be allowed to

• run this
e season

carry weapons, D'Amico replied, "1 don't
know."
UMO police are allowed to carry guns on
campus only in specific instances: when
escorting money from the bookstore to the
bank, working as bookstore security guard,
responding to a burglar alarm at an
uninhabited building and when pursuing
known armed persons on campus.
In cases of emergency an officer must
return to the station, sign out a gun, and
return to the scene, all of which takes about
seven minutes.
Hammer charged that the only real
crime on campus is vandalism. "It's

A UMO student died Friday when he
slipped and fell 80 feet (24.5 meters)from a
rock ledge while climbing in Acadia
National Park.
Fritz Milieu. a 22-year-old senior
agricultural and resource economics major

Neville to speak
UMO President Howard R. Neville
will be the special guest speaker
tonight at "what should prove to be
an interesting, enjoyable, and enlightening student senate meeting
for both students and Dr. Neville as
well," Student Government President Michael K. McGovern said
Monday afternoon.
McGovern said he inxited Neville
to the meeting because he is not
accessible enough to the student
body and because "it's rare that
students have a chance to ask their
president questions publicly."
Expected questions include problems on housing, the Student Legal
Service, amount of money in the
president's discretionary fund, and
campus police bargaining for hand
guns. McGovern said.
He hoped that public attendance
at the open meeting starting at 6:30
p.m. in 316 Aubert Hall would be
large to add to the diversity of
questions and demonstrate student
interest in the operation of the
university.

When asked if he was opposed to a
policeman wearing a gun while working as
a bookstore security guard, Smith said he
"understands that a lot more."
"A lot of it stems from the fact that they
don't feel like real police if they don't have
guns," Hammer said. "It's their ego."
There are only 29 police officers who
don't carry guns in the state of Maine,
Stilphen said, and all of them work at the
Orono and Bangor campuses.
UMPG and Machias are the only other
(continued on page 12)

Police won't prosecute

Private dormitory drinking okay
by Andrea Cronkite
UMO police will not prosecute students
under age 20 for drinking alcohol at private
dormitory parties. says UMPD Detective
Terry Burgess.
Burgess and other representatives from
Police and Safety, Residential Life, Student
Affairs and Student Government held an
open forum Oct. 21 on the implications of
the state drinking-age law which went into
effect Monday. Most of the students
attending the forum were dormitory
resident assistants (RAs).
"Possession and consumption of alcohol
by persons under 20 is only against the law
when one is drinking in a public place.
Normally, dormitories are private places,
as are private homes," Burgess said.

Student trail climber dies
in Bar Harbor accident
by Mark Mogensen

counter to the academic atmosphere to
have guns on campus," he said. "Academia is not a crime society, and it would
be a tragedy if someone got shot."
"I don't think they (students) have even
thought of what happens if a police officer
gets shot," Stilphen said, adding that
there have been several assaults on
campus within the past year.
"I don't think a weapon on campus is a
good idea of self-defense," said Jon Smith,
a student working with the committee.
"The fact that police have guns escalates
the problem. People are more likely to get
shot."

from Wilmington. Mass, and a resident of
Hancock Hall, was free-climbing off a trail
on a formation named the Beehive when he
slipped and fell, according to his climbing
partner, 23-year-old Randy Williams of
Brewer.
An accident report written by the park
service stated Millett and Williams. after
"consuming several beers," went off the
trail and tried to climb a loose granite ledge
with a "40 to 80 percent slope."
The report said the men, who wore no
head gear or climbing equipment had only
head gear or climbing equipment and had
only sneakers for footwear, had reached
the ledge when Millett suddenly slipped
from the precipice past Williams and fell 80
feel before coming to rest against a tree.
seeing that Millett was still breathing, ran
to his car in the Sand Beach parking area
and drove off for help. He encountered a
maintenance man in a radio-equipped
pickup truck who summoned more help
and sped back to the scene with Williams.
Ranger John Daley, assisted by Ranger
Stan Robbins, who was visiting Acadia
from another federal park in New Jersey,
applied cardio-pulmonary resuscitation for
25 minutes. At the time. Millen had a
heartbeat and was breathing, but had a
severe head injury.
Dr. Jeffrey H. Rattner of Bar Harbor
pronounced Millett dead at the scene
shortly afterward.
Funeral services were held Monday at
the Second Congregational Church in
Ellsworth and internment took place in
South Gouldsboro.

Any organized university events, such as
sports, and all streets and highways are
considered public, he added.
However, if a dorm or student organization charges admission or invites the
general public to any dance, sport or other
entertainment, the dorm becomes a public
place and the age law is applicable,
Burgess said.
Advertisements, such as signs or
ilE.wvaper advertisements, are considered
an invitation to the public, he explained.
Signs within the dorm for a private party
and "word of mouth" advertising do not
make a party or dance public, he said. If
students from other dorms come to the
party, it is still not a public place unless
they were invited with advertising.
When asked whether complex parties
would be considered public, Burgess said
he would have to check with the district
attorney's office.

Joline Morrison. Residential Life associate director, said RAs or other attendants
will check for identification at any public
dormitory functions.
"Residential Life has no policy outside
of the law. We have no obligation to do
more than the law requires," Morrison
said.
Although underaged students can't
legally obtain alcohol, "once they have it in
the dorm, they can't be prosecuted for
drinking," said Dean of Student Affairs
Dwight L. Rideout.
However if minors are served from a
beer keg at a private party, he said the
person who bought the keg may be
prosecuted for furnishing alcohol to a
The public-place specification
minor.
applies only to underage consumption and
possession.
(continued on page 12)

an editorial

The New Age
Monday, Oct. 24, 1977 will mark the entrance of the
State of Maine into a great social experiment.
Yesterday, Maine joined with several other states in the
nation in imposing a higher legal drinking age.
In raising the age from 18 to 20, the Maine legislators
feel they have chosen the most effective way of decreasing
heavy drinking and alcoholism among youth, of keeping
booze out of our high schools.
We think they are wrong.
Surveys have shown that a frighteningly high
percentage of Maine high school students drink. Because
of these statistics, we have all along applauded the
legislature's courage and willingness to address the
problem.
But to think that consumption will be reduced simply
because the youths themselves can't legally purchase
alcohol is humorous.
Where there is a will to drink, there will always be a way
to purchase.
While there is nothing comical about having our right to
drink yanked from among the other rights granted to us a
few years ago, we find ourselves laughing at the efforts in
Augusta to legislate morality.
We do not condone the manner of experimentation the
legislature is using in attempting to achieve a reduction in
drinking among the young of our state, but we will be
patient.
We resent their rescinding our legal right to drink, but
we will wait. They have told us that (continued on page 4)
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Educators back lowered drinking age effort...
by Ken Holmes
An organization of administrators representing all Maine universities and colleges
this weekend gave a boost to those
opposing Maine's new 20-year-old drinking age.
The Higher Education Council, a voluntary organization of chief campus
administrators, passed a resolution Saturday urging the legislature to drop the
drinking age back from 20 to 18 at licensed
bars and restaurants.
The executive director of the organization, Kenneth Brooks, said the group
will probably send a letter to Gov. James
B. Longley informing him of the action.

Brooks also said that if the Maine
Legislature considers any drinking legislation when it reconvenes, he would testify
on behalf of lowering the drinking age.
"When a resolution of this sort is
approved by the council, generally I'll
appear and report the actions of the council
if a legislative hearing is held," Brooks
said.
Although UMO President Howard R.
Neville is a member of the Higher
Education Council, he didn't attend the
weekend meeting. Neville said Monday
that he had "no reaction" to the council's
action, and that he didn't know how he
would have voted at the meeting.
But Neville reiterated his support for

keeping the drinking age at 18. "1 took a
position a long time ago that if the
Supreme Court says they're adults at 18,
then they should be adults for all •
purposes," he said.
Neville this fall became one of the more
prominent supporters of action to keep the
age at 18 when he signed the two
drinking-age petitions. At the time, he
said he signed the petitions "because I felt
the drinking age should stay at 18."
The council's weekend action was
introduced by William Cole, president of
Nasson College in Springvale. Cole said
such a move would cut down traffic
fatalities by making it unnecessary for

... While all'quiet'on eve ofnew law
by Bernie MacKinnon

The last weekend during which 18 and
19-year-olds could legally drink was "not
particularly active" at both UMO and BCC,
says UMO Police Director Alan Reynolds.
"Actually, this was one of the quieter
weekends so far this year." Reynolds
comments, saying he can think of no
certain explanations for the surprising
normality of Friday and Saturday night
social activities.
However one reason could be that many
students took the opportunity to go home.
"They're halfway through the semester,"
says Reynolds. "Maybe they just wanted
to takc a break, get home to see Mom and
Dad.
A number of parties took place as usual
on both campuses, but some did not draw
particularly well and none were abnormally
large. At least a couple parties were billed
as final-hour drinking opportunities for
those students below age 20.
A 'Last Chance Dance" at BCC drew
only a "small group" and police described
it as "very quiet." Knox Hall held a fairly
successful "Prohibition Party."
Weekend action at the Bear's Den and
the Damn Yankee was termed "very slow"
by Frank Gross, night supervisor for Union
Food Services.
This was in hard contrast to Thursday
night, when hundreds of loud patrons
packed the Bear's Den to drink and listen
to singer Ray Boston. Nineteen kegs of
beer were consumed that night and °he
table was damaged.
Gross attributed Thursday's business
surge more to Boston's popularity than the
imminent drinking measure.

In Orono, business was good at Pat's
Pizza, but the crowd and atmosphere were
"no crazier than usual" says manager Pat
Farnsworth.
There were a number of alcohol-related
cases of criminal behavior, UMO police
report. In front of Chadbourne Hall a
person walked over the roof of a car and
caused some damage, while the front
windshield of another car was broken in
front of Hart Hall. A tire rim was stolen
from a vehicle at Cumberland Hall and
there was some arson in a game room at
Oxford Hall.
Police say the weekend also brought a
standard number of traffic violations and
cases of criminal mischief and disorderly
conduct.
UMO Police Sergeant Michael Zubike
says he estimates that bctween 75 and 90
percent of the criminal behavior arrests the
department makes are due to the subjects'
excessive drinking.
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BEARS DEN

Thibodeau's
Barber Salop
Specializing in
hair styling and
the Roffler Sc ulptur Kut

110 3A1 GUY
Restaurant Presents:

Chinese Buffet
Tue, Wed, and Thur Eve $3.50
Served from 5 to 8 pm
Beer, Wine, and Cocktails
A Beautiful Array of the Finest Chinese Dinners

State Street

Veazie

DAMN YANK=

Coffee 10c
MON., Salad Bar 35c

Tel. 945-6500

Ot.MJ1_DRONA

Milk 10c
Donuts 10c

Soft Drinks 15
gbot Entrees 95c

Coffee 10c
Hot Entrees 95c

Milk 15c
Salad Bar 35c

i
Tea Sc
Pizza 2 for
the price of 1
,

MARDEN'S ?
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Currier said the new 20-year-old drinking age, "drives (drinking) into the
dormitories and into the back seats of
cars.. out of decent, reasonable places."
The action taken by the council was
noted by some observers as unusual
because it represents one of the few
substantial issues on which the group of
chief administrators representing diverse
Maine colleges have b.:en able to agree.

October 24- 30

TUE.

_
iT MAKES SENSE
T.0 SAVE CENTS A .- •
.TDEN S tilt_VAGE.
...:*.
• '' q3::
'

Miller said the resolution generally
received "very strong support" from the
council members in attendance.
Another administrator, St. Joseph's
College President Bernard Currier, was
more outspoken in his support of the
measure. "I think we were all very
cowardly on that liquor bill," he said.
"We all sat back and thought the
youngsters would do it for us."

OKTOBERFEST SPECIALS

WHAT'S NEW AT •
Women's Gaucrc, Boots $23 99
Men's Insulated Work Boots
$12 99 to $2999
Men's Canadian Pac Boots $te 99
Cilen's Jackets $10 00 to $24 00
Antifreeze $229 per gallon
Drapery Fabric $100 per yard

Reynolds says whether the new drinking
law will result in a decrease in criminal acts
is wholly dependent on whether many of
those who have been commiting the acts
are under age 20.
Reynolds says he doesn't know if
enforcement of the new drinking law will
require substantially more work for his
department.

college students to cross state lines to buy
a legal drink.
But the part of the resolution containing
Cole's rationale was scrapped after other
council members said i was illogical.
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
President N. Edd Milter, another supporter
of the council resolution, said the measure
won't have any radical effect, but the
action "is one step past where we were."

Tea 5c
Hot Dogs Steamed
In Beer 15C
I.
Soft Drinks lec
French Fries 15c
,

WED.

Soft Drinks 10
LOBSTER $2.95

Tea 5c
LOBSTER $2.95

THU.

Milk 10c
Steamed Clams
$1.00

Soft Drinks 10Y Tea Sc
Steamed Clams
Steamed Clams
$1.00
$1.00

FRI.

Ice Cream 15c
Salad Bar 35c
Hot Dogs Seamed Bagles 15C
In Beer 15e

Coffee 10c
LOBSTER$ 2.95

Buffet $2.00

Milk 10c
Corn Chowder .25

Coffee 10c
Steamed Clams
$1.00

B4gles 15c
Hamburger 25C

SAT.

Subs 2 for the
price of 1

Closed

Closed

Closed

SUM.

Hamburger &
Fries 4k

Closed

Closed

Closed

Trims
Shampoos
Shaves
Razor

35 N. MAIN ST,
OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531
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by Mark Tremblay
About 15 7JMO fraternity members will
be officially censured by the university
after contessing to involvement in a "raid"
at Stodder Hall several weeks ago.
The fraternity members claim that they
were misled when signing statements for
the UMO police department about the
incident, saying they were under the
impression that the statements would not
be used against them.
"One of the detectives told us that this
information was for their files only. About
three weeks later we got notices from the
disciplinary officer telling us to report to
her office," says one of the involved
fraternity members, who declined to be
named. When one of the members went to
the office, he says he noticed that the
statements were in her possession.
"(UMO) Detective Mildred Cannon
nevet told us it would be used against us,
but when we went back she had tried to
convince us that she told us it could be
used in this manner," charges another
involved fraternity member.
Detective Cannon claims she did say that
"no court action was contemplated, but we
were looking at possible judiciary action
with the rlis.:iplinary officer, because of the
number of complaints from Stodder Hall
residents."
Cannon says that notice of public record
was on the top of the statement form, and
she told the members to read the forms
carefully.
The impending disciplinary action comes
as a result of written and phoned-in
complaints from several Stodder Hall
residents, citing "a concern of our rights
being violated as residents of Stodder
Hall," says Bill Foley, a Stodder resident
assistant(RA). The complaints were made
to the police department as well as
Residential Life.
Several meetings were held to discuss
what action to take against the fraternity
members.
Members of the police
department, Deans William T. Lucy and
Dwight Rideout of student affairs, Joline

Morrison of Residential Life, and Sharon
Dendurent, the UMO disciplinary officer,
met to discuss the feelings of Stodder
residents, as well as the problem of
identifying a smaller group from the larger
fraternity group that was involved.
It was decided at these meetings that
possible action would be taken against
individuals instead of the involved fraternities as a whole.
Dendurent says that the investigation is
still being conducted and that no action has
been taken at present.
She declined
comment when asked if disciplinary action
would be taken, particularly university
censure.
University censure is a formal written
warning issued to those who have violated
the student conduct code, as determined
by the disciplinary officer. The warning is

kept on record with the disciplinary officer,
but is not placed on the individual's
student record.
Violations of the conduct code being
investigated include trespassing and unauthorized significant interference with the
normal residential life of others, says
Dendurent.
The members facing action have all
signed the statements, and many were
reportedly seen at Stodder the night of the
incident. "They were voluntary service
statements," says UMO Detective Terry
Burgess. "If someone thought that these
statements were not going outside of this
office, then they were mistaken."
"We were told to do an investigation,
and we had a pretty complete list of people

Dean Lucy of Student Activities says that
after he was contacted by some of the
fraternity members and the UMO police,
he thought it would be a good idea for the
members to go to the police department
and give their side of the story. He sees
the controversy as the result of a
misunderstanding between the fraternity
members and the police.
The fraternity members, however, stand
hard on their claim that they were misled.
"We implicated ourselves when we signed
the statements," one of the members said.
"We were under the impression that there
would be no charges."

Ousted instructor'not bitter'
by Martha Nason
"Right now I've started on a whole new
career. I'm too busy to be bitter, and I'm
not complaining."
"I love to teach, but I was voted out,"
exmplained John Lynn, a former UMO
history instructor who said he was refused
tenure last October because he failed to
publish enough articles.
"At least, that's the reason they gave
me," Lynn said. "It was also said that I
didn't stimulate the best students enough,
although I'm not sure what that means."
Lynn said he did publish photographic
layouts and other articles which the
department contended weren't major
enough. He said he knows of one instance
where a history instructor was granted
tenure although he hadn't published at all.
Another criticism, Lynn said, was his
interest in making dioramas and figurines
of historical events, an interest his
colleagues referred to as "pop" history.

He said he feels this was a major factor in
his dismissal.
Lynn feels there was "good stable
evidence" of his teaching ability. He said
that on student evaluations 70 to 75 percent
of his students gave him excellent and very
good ratings. He said he was also rated
very highly at the University of Maine
Portland-Gorham for a course he taught
there before coming to Orono.
"Unfortunately, my colleagues didn't
see me that way," he said. "They thought
I was average at best."
Arthur Johnson, history department
chairman, said the tenure committee is
composed of tenured professors in the
department. The committee uses criteria
outlined in the department policy book as
grounds for judgement, he said.
The tenure candidate must publish a
significant number of articles "which
demonstrate to the policy advisory committee the candidate's competence as a
historian," according to the policy book.

Group finds money in rubbish piles
by Andrea Cronkite
While some UMO student organizations
hold food sales and dances to raise funds,
the Effluent Society supports itself by
selling rubbish.
The Effluent Society collects about nine
tons of used newspapers, magazines and
cardboard boxes each month, which it sells
to a recycling plant, said Michael Amoroso,
who has been running the recycling project
this semester.
On the first Saturday of each month, the
organization rents a university truck to
collect paper in Orono and to transport the
paper to Keyes Fiber in Waterville, where
the paper is recycled into paper plates and
cartons, said Amoroso, a junior forestry
major. Paper is also collected from the
USDA (United States Department of
Agriculture) building, Fogler Library and
Murray Hall, he added.
the pt, t!ie Effluent Society and

who were there. We hoped that by their
coming in it would be to their benefit,"
says Burgess.

Student Action Corps cars to pick up paper
from dormitories, but they are no longer
available, he said.
"Keyes Fiber pays from S20-25 per
ton for the paper," Amoroso said. After
paying for the truck and a work-study truck
driver, the Effulent Society gives half it's
profits to the town of Orono to send
children to a conservation camp, he said.
Amoroso added that the group also gives
money to Fogler Library for the purchase of
books and other material.
Interested Orono residents started the
Effluent Society, he said, and the town of
Orono provides parking on Bennoch Rd.
(across from the Post Office) for the
organization's monthly recycling drive.
"I'd like to see more students coming
into Orono every month. Most of the
people who bring paper in are UMO faculty
and citizens of Orono." Students from
Amoroso's dormitory, Oxford Hall. help

WE WANT TO BUY
Your Old

NEWSPAPERS
'FREE PICK UP.
We Will Be Happy To Help Organize Paper
Drives For Different Organizations Such As High
Sckwools, Boy Scouts, Churches, etc, etc, etc.
For Further Information Contact Gabe Giguere at PBM

DIAL 782-6676 - COLLECT

with the Saturday paper drives, he said.
"The Effluent Society used to do glass
recycling. It had to be stored in metal
trash bags and storage got to be a
problem," said Amoroso who recently met
with some Orono residents who were
interested in starting aluminum and glass
recycling projects.
Amoroso became involved with the
Effuent Society as a freshman work-study
study and has continued as a volunteer.
"1 feel good about sending the kids to
camp and being able to give money to the
library." he said.

Johnson said the committee felt Lynn did
not meet this standard, but declined to
comment further.
William Jeffrey, history department
chairman at the time of Lynn's dismissal,
said Lynn's tenure was denied primarily
because Lynn did not publish enough and
the articles Lynn did publish were not
considered significant enough to grant him
tenure.
Lynn now makes dioramas and figurines
for various historical museums. He worked
for the Old Town Historical Museum this
past summer, and is currently working for
the Kittery Naval and Historical Museum.
He has also made ship models and
figurines for private collectors.
Lynn said he has tried to re-enter
teaching. but the job market is "dismal" at
best. He said he has stayed in this a.:ea
because materials at Fogler Library are
essential to his work.
"I don't know if I'll be able to continue
supporting my family this way or not,"
Lynn said. "I miss teaching, and would like
to go back to it someday if I could."
"I'm not angry at anyone," he emphasized. "I still say hello to my colleagues
when we meet on the street. They think
they made the right decision, and I think
they made the wrong one. It's as simple as

that."

winner given
Pousette-Dart tickets
A freshman civil engineering student
from Bingham has won two tickets to
Thursday's Pousette-Dart Band concert in
a raffle sponsored by the UMO Undergraduate Business Association (UBA).
William Chasse's name was selected
from among more than 300, according to
UBA President Wayne K. Huggler.

SUGARLOAF
IS OPEN
TO YOU
1
2 price- Season's pass available
For /
for Maine's best mountain to all
faculty - staff and students for S120
If purchased prior to Nov. 1.
Tickets available daily at Athletic Business Office
Men's Gym or from any Ski Team member in Sigma Chi
Also on sale in Student Union
10am - 1pm daily Oct. 24-28
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Playing with our rights
(continued from page 1)
this same gamble has borne fruit statistically in
other states.
So we will watch next fall for statistics which
we are confident will show no substantial
decrease in alcohol consumption at the high
school level.
And if our hunch is right that the schoolboys
and girls have found people to buy their beer for
them, we hope the Maine Legislature will
reassess its "great experiment- and in their
next session attempt to devise a more
meaningful plan for fighting alcoholism among
Maine youth.
The present plan of raising the drinking age
is, we think, little more than a cosmetic and
superficial attempt to solve a serious problem.
It is a popular and tangible method being used
by legislators to get angry, middle-aged
constituents off their back. If nothing else, it
shows action.

We are not vengeful. We would like nothing
more than to see what some const-Irvative
legislators call ''miracle-performing legislation
do just that—perform miracles.
But, knowing the drinking habits of the young
as we do, we think it doubtful that a raise in the
drinking age will serve to pull rabbits out of
anybody's hat.
It is just not a simple thing to legislate
morality, we insist.
Therefore, we find their proposal not only
ill-conceived, but irresponsible as well.
A valued right given to us a few years
ago—along with many others, some unpleasant
which we still have—has been taken away.
And worse than the simple loss of the drinking
right is the fact that it is being abolished i the
name of a gamble that not even our
representatives are promising will work.
We're not even being given any assurance of
its success. We're simply being asked to wait,
and be patient.

We'll wait—perhaps skeptically and
impatiently, though—for those statistics.
And we ask only for one thing in rett_rn for our
months of dryness, lost rights and waiting.
We ask for maturity from our state legislators
in Augusta.
The drinking was raised this week, we are
told, because legislators realized they made a
mistake at the beginning of the decade in
granting 18 and 19-year-olds the legal right to
drink.
If this reasoning is true then we hope that in 12
months, or however long we must wait, the
legislators will examine the drinking statistics
and act maturely in admitting they were wrong.
If their action which took effect this week was
out of realizaiton of a mistake, we only hope they
are able to swallow their pride in another year
and admit a mistake again.
We are going into this experiment
open-minded. We trust they are, too.
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Dan Warren

Life at the Big 0

'Tell him about your teacher...'
We were just finishing our third or fourth
Schlitz and thinking about heading back to
Portland when the door opened and into the
dimly-lit hallway stepped a smiling, welldressed man accompanied by a party of seven
or eight.
i was trying not to stare. I was making an
effort instead to keep my ears and eyes on
Eddie as he fidgeted with his motorcycle
helmet and Rave me a summary of "What I've
Done So Far With My Summer Vacation."
But it was useless. My eyes kept drifting
over the front door.
"Jesus, Eddie, that's not Jim Longley, is
it?" I asked.
"I don't know," Eddie kind of mumbled
back, not really knowing, seeing or caring too
much about the man at the door.
"What the hell would he be doing at The
Bowdoin pub at 11 o'clock on a Thursday
night?" I questioned, puzzled and maybe a
little excited.
Soon the man and his group disappeared
through the smoke into a back room.
"That was him, wasn't it?" I implored of
my friend who had more tact than to stare at
someone who might be our state's chief
executive.
"Dan. I really don't know if that was Jim
Longley or not," Eddie shot back with a little
impatience in his voice. "But it could've been.
Longley did go to college at Bowdoin, you
know?!told him that I knew and that I had always

had a fascination with Longley.
"It started, I guess, with my high school
history teacher, Edward "Packy" McFarland,"
I related to Eddie, blowing the head off the
brew."Packy and Jim were roommates in the
same fraternity here at Bowdoin during the
1940s and seldom did a history class go by that
Packy didn't tell us a moralistic story that
began with,'My roommate, Jim Longley used
to say...'
"Some people preach 'the Gospel according
to St. Luke.' But Packy went right past the
Bible to Jim Longley."
But Eddie was uninterested in these stories
and still didn't believe that King James was
the man I'd seen. He grabbed his helmet and
went to pay the bill.
Suddenly, I felt a tap on the shoulder. I
wheeled around and there he was. The
Governor.
"Is anyone using this chair?" he asked.
"No, certainly not," I answered back, a hit
stunned. "Help yourself."
"Thank you very much," he said. "I really
appreciate this." He gave that big smile of his
and left.
Eddie returned from the cash register.
"All set to take off?" he asked.
"Did you see that, Eddie?" I screamed.
"The governor, just came over and borrowed
the chair that I had my feet resting on! I don't
believe it.I think I'm going to go over and
introduce myself to him."
This really blew Eddie's mind.

"Dan, why don't you just sit back, leave him
alone and let him enjoy his beer. He doesn't
need one more person bothering him in a
public place."
But I was no longer listening. I was on my
way.
"Excuse me, Governor," I said, "I'm sorry
to bother you, but my high school history
teacher was Packy McFarland and he said if I
ever saw you to introduce myself. And I was
just..."
He cut me off.
"Oh, Packy! Great guy. great guy, great
guy," he said, shaking my hand with a
Herculean grip and a Ted Baxter smile.
"Yes, governor," I continued, "he said you
wo were fraternity roomates while here at
Bowdoin and..."
He cut me off again.
"Oh, yes, Packy's a great guy, great guy,
great guy. A real gentleman, a great guy,
great guy, great guy."
Disappointed with this polished routine, I
ihuffled humbly back to our table.
"Well," Eddie said curiously, "What did
,rou think?"
"Oh, I don't know, Eddie. He's a nice guy,
and it's probably not his fault, but..."
"But what?"
"Once an insurance salesman, always an
insurance salesman, I guess, huh?"
"Yeah, I guess so," Eddie said. "Did you
ask him about your high school teacher?"
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reader's opinion
Cosmopolitanism lost
To the Editor:
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I don't often feel compelled to
write a letter to the editor 'out
when I read the opinion of Mr.
Bixby concerning campus gays, I
got the urge.
I ve always been of the belief
that a university is a great place
for mixing ideas and attitudes. It
allows people from different
backgrounds to see and feel how
others think and in the process,
the individual can grow and
mature into a cosmopolitan person. I can see from Mr. Bixby's
letter that it doesn't always work.
In order to make myself
credible to those like him, ;11 say
first that I'm not gay. But I have
friends that are and it's a travesty
the way that their rights are
disregarded. If they can get a job,
the road to promotion is blocked.
Few churches consider them
anything but poor, fallen souls.
Not only are their choices of
residence limited in many areas,
some towns completely exclude
them. Because they are not an
"official" minority, they aren't
covered by many civil rights laws.
And one of the biggest complaints
I hear is that when they seek legal
counsel on so simple a matter as
writing a will, it's difficult to find
a lawyer that doesn't look on
them disdainfully.
When I was an undergrad at
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The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.

Syracuse, gays were considered
as alien as blacks but certainly
more subversive. When I lived in
the south, it used to be great fun
for the "good ol' boys" to assault
them just for kicks. While I was in
the Navy, a gay was as good as
dead.
I could chalk all this up to
narrow-minded people from
narrow-minded backgrounds. But
this is 1977! I've lived in Maine
for five years now and I've found
the state surprisingly tolerant of
many alternative lifestyles. But I
guess the state is still not ready to
grant the same rights to all the
people who live here. Citizenship.
I suppose, is just a matter of
degree.

Polishing swords instead of ideas?
To the Editor:
Arm the campus police? Why?
Since the university was founded
over a century ago, there have
been only two incidents where the
police were actually fired upon,
and both occured during student
vacations. Giving them weapons,

Robert F. Faunce
300 Winslow

Wilde-Stein grateful
fo the Editor:

Thankc actain for
and coverag,

The Wilde-Stein Club would
like to thank you for your
supportive treatment of National
Gay Blue Jeans Day. We feel your
editorial and follow-up articles
did much to clarify our motives
behind the event. We strongly
feel your coverage lent importance to the issue and helped us
bring to people's attention the
discrimination and oppression
facing gay people on this campus
and in our society. Without your
coverage, Gay Blue Jeans Day
would not have been as effective.

3a;

support

Sincerely.
Wilde-Stein Club

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to the coverage which
the Maine Campus has of yet, not
given to Stodder Comple:'s
Almost Anything Goes. This was
an event held October 1, 1977.
Prior to the event the Maine
Campus was contacted and was
asked to come over and cover the
day. I was at the event and saw a
Maine Campus photographer and
therefore awaited excitedly the
next Campus issue as I assumed
our event would be mentioned.

The campus police are currently negotiating a new contract,
part of which stipulates that they
be allowed to carry guns while
working on campus. There has
been absolutely no attempt by the
police or the university administration to inform students about
this drastic policy change. This is
another example of an attempt by
some people to make decisions
which directly affect students
without allowing students the
chance to have any input into the
making of these decisions. I urge
any student who does not like the
idea of armed campus police to
make his or her position known to
members of the Board of Trustees
and to get in contact with the
group of students on campus who
are organizing to prevent a
possible tragedy.

In Friday's issue of the Maine
Campus Ms. Linda Caron was
quoted, "Mike (McGovern) is
sketchy and changes his mind
very fast" I believe this criticism
of my character is unjust and her
comment could also be detrimental to my effectiveness as UMO
Student Government President. I
request that Ms. Caron substantiate her charge in the Maine
Campus. I believe she will be
unable to do so.

Sincerely,
Ernie Osborne

Andy Piascik
219 Penobscot

Sincerely,
Michael K. McGovern

To the Editor:

west- - not as it really was, of
course, but as they imagine it to
have been, a sort of applied
"Deathwish." Arming the police
is a convincing symptom. Shall
the students follow suit? A
college, by definition, is a free
community of scholars. Athens,
once a brilliant center of civilization, dimmed when more swords
were polished than ideas. Shall it
happen here? Is UMO to become
an armed campus, ready and
willing to battle?

Very truly yours,
Andrew Audire
139 Cumberland

Lack of coverage challenged

I had a great idea over dinner
the other evening and I can't wait
to tell everyone. What a breakthrough in personal security it
would be if w^ !! were issued
guns! I had spasms of ecstacy as I
imagined myself eliminating undesirables. We could have squads
and more clubs than ever--make
university history! I would never
have to worry about any more
parking tickets because I could
hide in my car and waste any
approaching patrolman.
Unfortunately though, my fantasy had to come to an end. It
wouldn't have if someone hadn't
passed me a notice that was on
the table. It said the campus
police were bargaining for the use
of handguns as they patrolled on
campus. Of course, this ruined
my idea of shooting any of them
because they would have more
training than me. So I gave up the
idea--a silly thought anyway.
Why would I want to control
someone else's life? Besides,
people around here are pretty
peaceful anyway, and I wouldn't
want to take a chance on getting
carried away.

Negotiating
positions

those hated symbols of power and
authority, might serve only to
instigate trouble. The police in
London have been unarmed for
centuries. While the argument
has been proposed by those
psychologists lucky enough to
find publishers that the London
mentality differs substantially
from that of New York or UMO,
people still respond to their
surroundings. Violence, even if
only tacit, encourages violence.
Armed police present a challenge
to some.
Perhaps another way of explaining the situation would be in
terms of the "John Wayne
Syndrome." Everyone seems to
long for a return to the old

McGovern
counters
To the Editor:

Not only was our event not
covered in the next issue, but it
still has not appeared. This is,
also after several telephone calls
and conversations which assured
me that coverage would be in the
next issue. I even went as far as to
provide the names of students
and photographs, should the
Campus need them, for this
article.

I am in a position to help
students and staff organize activities and carry out plans. I was
very much involved in the planning of AAG and therefore saw
many students work very hard to
insure the quality of that day. The
hard work and long hours payed
off as the day was a smashing
success with well over 200
students actively participating
and many more acting as spectators. This was obviously a
student organized and student
attended activity, one which
included a significant percentage
of the UMO student population.
What complicates this matter
even further is the fact that the
Hilltop Bergspitz coincided with
AAG. There were nine photos and
an article written regarding this
student organized and student
attended activity in the following
Tuesday issue of the Maine
Campus.

Given these facts, I am confused, dumbfounded and terribly
concerned about the philosophy
of coverage which the Campus is
working under. I have been told
by Campus staff that editorial
decisions are made concerning
what is and is not covered and
that, in our case, it was unfortunate that the decision was not in
our favor but that the Campus
reserves the right to make these
desicions. I do not object to that
as much as I object to the fact that
any activity which is so totally
student oriented is bypassed and
other print, such as pictures of
fishermen, are run.

I am asking for a full explanation of why Almost Anything
Goes was not seen as "good
print", if in fact it was, or if there
were other extenuating circumstances. Your philosophy and
actions are very confusing, if
students knew what type of things
would be covered then perhaps
incidents like this could
be
avoided. If we had known, we
would not have bothered to
contact you. I feel your credibility
and philosophy is seriously in
question.
Douglas R. Miller
Complex Coordinator
Stodder Complex
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I think the university has its
priorities mixed up!
They can't afford to replace the
dilapidated East Annex--but
S10,000 is appropriated to construct a new bear. The safety of

the students and workers in the
East Annex seems by far more
important than a huge symbol of
what?
Something is amiss somewhere.
Stie McLaughlin
221 East Annex
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Freshmen 'happy'in Corbett Hall
by Dorothy Johnson
Freshmen living in Corbett Hall are
mostly leading "isolated but happy" lives,
according to Jean KraII. resident director.
Exploring Professions in Health Sciences
(EPHS), a one-year experimental program
started by Residential Life in Corbett this
fall, provides about 240 freshmen in
health-related fields with a broad view of
the options in their majors.
Speakers presented each week stress
self development and career awareness
with topics such as study skills, career
information, relaxation techniques, sexuality issues and health.
Panels will also meet, starting Wednesday, with faculty, upperclassmen and
professionals informally discussing careers
outside the classroom situation, Kra11 said.
"The dorms going really well," she said.
"The kids work hard and are ready to try
anything."
But Kra11 admits there are disadvantages. "They don't grow as fast because
they don't have upperclassmen as role
models,— she said.
But there are six upperclassmen majoring in health sciences who volunteer to live
in the dorm and advise freshmen in areas
of course selection, curriculum requirements and tutoring needs. Other upperclassmen from outside the dorm speak to
groups and answer questions about their
majors.
One student advisor, Beth Tanner, said
she feels the program is working well.
"The kids all have the same courses and
are all pulling for each other," she said.
"They're not competitive like I expected."
"They're open, serious and straightforward," Tanner said. "And they want to
know what is available to them."

She said she feels a big problem is
discipline and the students should have
more upperclassmen around to learn how
to "budget their time."
Another student advisor who didn't want
her name to be used said "the program is a
mistake; they (the freshmen) just bring
their different high schools in and don't get
used to college life."
A pre-veterinary student shares this
feeling. "I can tell it's a mistake to put all
freshmen in one dorm," she said. "For
the first three weeks it was all partying.
Upperclassmen would realize that you had
to study."

There's more unity and it's more
structured than other dorms, he said.
Heymann is a marketing major but he
said students in health sciences would have
the most need for an academically oriented
dorm because of the difficulties of their
programs.
The dorm has also improved physically

because of the program, he continued, with
some painting and plumbing, along with
the additional of rugs and an intercom
system.
Most Corbett residents like the program,
Heymann said, but if Residential Life
approves it for another year he would like
to see more upperclassmen involved.
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She said the advertisements for the
program during orientation led her to
believe Corbett would be a quiet, academic
dorm but "it's not what they told us."
However other students like living in
Corbett, including foods and nutrition
student Susan Lombard. "I think it's a
good idea and it's working well," she said.
"But I think you need some upper
classmen to pull things together."
Peter Brown, a freshman studying
biology, said he likes living in Corbett.
"It's easy to get help and we're not hassled
by upperclassmen," he said. If possible
he'd like to stay in the dorm next year, he
said, but wouldn't because "I need more
variety."
The Corbett Hall experiment was
proposed by Nick Heymann. a Corbett
resident assistant, "I conceived of an
all-male dorm without the academic
advisors," he said. But Residential Life
made it coed and he said he thinks it's
working as well as he hoped.
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Informal
Discussion group, composed of students and faculty. meets in Corbett
Hall, home of a one-year experimental program for freshmen in
health -related fields.

Learning alternative takes first step
by Mark Tremblay
The new Living and Learning center at
Stewart complex is receiving a favorable
response from faculty members as well as
students, according to Tern McGroder,
Stewart complex coordinator.
Students and instructors both agree that
bringing a more informal atmosphere to
the classroom supplies a more relaxed and
productive environment, McGroder said.
The seven courses offered through the
program now in its first semester range
from introductory courses such as EH I to
more specialized topics, such as "Women
of Maine" and "Sociology of Knowledge."
The classes are all fully credited with the
university. under Arts and Science's
special seminar program.
The goals of the program are to develop
an academically oriented environment in
which the living and academic life of the
students are brought closer together. The
plan is based on similar programs being
conducted nationwide and in Europe.
"The program is in its infancy," says
McGroder, "but it has a lot of potential to
develop. It depends on what the students
make out of the program."
Faculty members believe the relaxed
atmosphere increases student participation
and induces a more responsive attitude.
says Burton Hatlen, professor of English
and one of the program coordinators.
"The only problem is that we have to
create more student awareness of the
program," he says, "as well as students to
aid in the planning and development of the
learning center."
The idea of having a classroom in a
lounge, with no formal configuration of
seats or blackboards, is what many
students like about the program, he
indicated.

Alison MacDonald, a Stewart Complex
student who is involved with the center
committee, says student response has been
very favorable. "We have just compiled
some results from a survey we passed to
students, and many of them came back
positive.
"A lot of students liked the program
because the informal atmosphere made it
easier to ask questions without fear of
making a fool of yourself," she continued.
"You can just ask questions when you like,
and the professors are glad to answer them
and even stay after class and talk if it's
needed."
Hatlen says the program will be
experimental during this academic year.
"We can not make any decisions as to the
success or failure at this stage of the
program. but a hard assessment of the
Living and Learning Center will probably
be available around the middle of next
semester."
If the program proves successful, both
Hatlen and McGrodcr would like to see a
larger course offering, with more advanced
courses in the curriculum. "We have
mainly introductory courses in the Arts and
Sciences at this time, but many students in
Stewart Complex are in Engineering and
Business, and we hope to be able to offer
them courses in their major in the future."
says McGroder.
"The goal of the program is to reach a
point where there is a high enough
percentage of students in the Complex
taking our courses," adds Hatlen. "We
will attempt to offer courses based on the
wants and needs of the students."
McGroder also stresses the fact that the
center's activities are not limited to
Stewart complext students. Many students
on and off campus can also participate in
the program.
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Special seminars are in the works, one of
them dealing with the living and learning
environment entitled "The Idea of the
University," which Hatlen plans to teach.
Other seminars are also being considered
which could be a co-op type of program
using students, faculty, administrators and
residential life staff as instructors. All of
these programs would be accredited by the
university.
It's too early to make an actual
assessment of the center's success or
failure, Hatlen says, but if all goes well he
says he can foresee the day that Stewart
Complex could become a "true residential
college."
Plans for next semester call for
additional course offerings and other

activities not necessarily involved w ith
straight academics, says McGroder.
"We will be looking for more cultural
and social activities, and in courses we will
attempt to employ additional teaching
methods other than those found in the
traditional classroom," she said.
"We're thinking of using a videotape
system to use television as an aid in some
of the courses. Videotape is a great
teaching aid and could be fun for
students," she says.
Hatlen says about five to 10 divisions of
multi-division courses will be offered next
semester, to get a sufficient concentration
of students in the program. He says he is
also in favor of picking up a number of
advanced courses.

Fraternites receive awards
by Alan Audet
rib Epsilon Phi fraternity won the
Sigma Chi Scholarship Achievement
Award at an awards banquet held
Thursday night at the UMO Hilltop
Conference Center.
The award is given each semester to the
social fraternity whose members achieve
the highest semester grade-point average.
The award is a gift from the UMO alumnus
and form7r Sigma Chi member Raymond
Fogler.
Tau Epsilon Phi president Alan Frazier
said the members were "very surprised"
and happy about winning for the spring
semester, l977.
Two othei awards were given at the
semiannual banquet which gives fraternities a chance to "get together,"
according to William T. Lucy, associate
dean of student activities.
Phi Eta Kappa won the B. C. Kent

Intramural Award and Alpha Gamma Rho
was presented the Mike Dionne Award.
The Mike Dionne Award according to
Lucy, is given to the fraternity that "best
exemplifies the positive qualities of a good
fraternity."
It is named for a past
president of Phi Eta Kappa, and was
presented to Alpha Gamma Rho by current
Phi Eta Kappa President Steve Moser.
Maurice "Mo" Littlefield was the
ceremony's featured speaker. Littlefield, a
UMO alumnus and chief executive secretary for Sigma Nu national, encouraged all
fraternity members to strive and uphold
the positive qualities of fratenity life.
Approximately 85 fraternity members,
guests, advisors, and administration officials attended the function, which included
the appearances of John M. Blake, vice
president for finance and administration
and James M. Clark, vice president for
academic affairs.
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Volunteers constantly alertfor emergencies
by Brook Merrow
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It's not easy. There's no pay. And the
hours are lousy.
Despite the drawbacks, there are 40
University Volunteer Ambulance Corps
UVAC) workers who man the university
police department's ambulance around the
dock to provide the UMO community with
free emergency medical transport and
tirst-aid service.
Tucked away in the cement depths of the
police department basement between the
gun locker and the furnace, is a small room
with a bunk and a cot and an old black
television. It is here that crews of three
pass their vigils --- either a 14-hour
night shift or a 10-hour day shift.
If you have a car like Crew Chief Keith
Dutton, you're lucky. In a way. Instead of
staying at the station, Dutton carries a
pager around and simply hops into his
Volkswagen at the sound of high-pitched
buzz.
So far, he says he has only missed one
class because of a call. "If I'm in class," he
explained, "I just pick up my books up and
run out the door."
But then there was the time Dutton was
at the head of the cafeteria line for a
long-awaited steak dinner, when he was
called out to help with an injured field
hockey player at Lengyel Hall.
For those who have their own cars, the
gas expense quickly adds up and UVAC
has looked into the possibility of using
university cars.
Rose Redmond works about one shift a
week and without a car, she studies at the
station. "There are distractions," she said,
"but it's okay."
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Annear, who's in civil engineering,
gained experience working for his father, a
Charlemont Mass., fire chief, and joined
UVAC as a freshman to gain more
experience.
"The psychological factor is what I enjoy
about this ambulance," he said. "It's
dealing with people, talking and calming
them down." Annear said he will probably
continue ambulance corps work as "a
hobby."
Caring for someone's life is a vast
responsibility. From her training and
experience on the squad last semester,
Redmond says she's "more calm now than
at the beginning when handling emergency
situations."
It's simple," she said. ''There are
certain basics you go by and are
conditioned to."
"It still bothers me to see an injured
person," Dutton admitted. "If you know
what you're doing, your subconscious
takes over. You have to do it."
"You can never assume anything," he
added. "You have to play it safe.

The MO ambulance, manned by volunteer workers, stands rea
community emergencies. (Photo by Tim Grant)
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Business has been slow this semester.
Although Dutton says ambulance runs are
always "unpredictable," he estimated the
squad has been averaging four to six calls a
week so far. Last weekend there were only
two calls Friday night and two on Saturday.
And there were only two calls over
Homecoming weekend, according to
Dutton.
Redmond said the most common ambulance runs are for athletic injuries such as
sprains and fractures, or transportation to
Cutler Health center or Eastern Maine
Medical Center in Bangor. UVAC covers
football, soccer and ice hockey games and
occasionally helps out the Orono rescue
squad in case of emergency.
"We have very few heart patient> (it
older people," UVAC President Dennis
explained. "and maybe one or two car
accidents a year. We're more of a public
transportation service for the benefit of
students and health center."
"We do get a lot of drunks," Annear
continued. "We take care of the minor
things that go along with drinking and
losing control. We take kids back to the
dorm who can't make it or are passed out
on a lawn."
Serious injuries are few. Dutton remembers the neck injury a woman gymnast
suffered last year being one of the most
serious." One of the few traffic accidents
occured last fall when a girl riding her
bicycle in front of Cumberland got "hurt
quite bad," Dutton recalled.
Redmond, a junior zoology major who is
also on the tennis team. works for UVAC as
an attendant partly because she's interested in pursuing a medical career. Mostly,
though, Redmond said she enjoys workina
with people: "I've learned how to talk and
relate to people who are hurt."
Dutton is a senior journalism major who
has worked for the ambulance service in
his hometown of Poland Springs and in
Lewiston last summer for the Allied
Medical Services.
I enjoy working with people," Dutton
explained. "It's always been something
I've wanted to do. It's a hobby, but it's a
paying hobby, especially if a journalism job
isn't available."

Once you ve earned a college
degree, Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned
the ooportunity to have credit
too. That's why we developed
a finance plan that gives
special consideration to college
graduates and seniors within
four months of graduating.'
If you presently have a job
or can supply proof of future
employment, you may be eligible
for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored to fit your
own personal budget—from delaying your
first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
increase each year—even 48 month financing, if need3d.••
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you
can still take advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
'Where permitted by law.
•For example, c,,ntract dated December 15,1977; Cash Price $5,300.00; Total Down Payment
$800 00; Amount F,nanced $4.500.00. FINANCE CHARGE 81.806.09: ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 14 35%; Offerred Payment Price $7,408.09.
Payment schedule: first payment due March 15. 1978; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly
payments of $117.40; next 9 monthly payments of $130.85; next 9 monthly payments of $145 84;
next 9 monthly payments of $162.55: and 9 monthly payments of $177.37.

l

Ford Motor
Credit
Company
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Printing

Business Directory
A Guide to Services and
Stores For Your Needs

WESTGATE
BEAUTY
SALON
•NEW CUTS FOR FALL
•LATEST IN BLOW-DRYING
•WALK-IN SERVICE
Mon - Sat 8:30
- 5 Pm
Thursday and Friday evenings

942-6048
Westgate Mall, Bangor

Albums

Drugs

RECORD WAREHOUSE
66 Main St.
Bangors 7
The Largest Sefection of Records In liAaino
*Country and Weetem .cadies
*Rock
•Refigion
*Jan
•Eatty Listening
•Blves
•Imports
*Classical
*Belly Dance
*Children's
*Comedy
*Soul
*Special Orders
•Blue Grass

6.98 List $4.99 7.88 List 5 .99
Bier* Tapes
Maxwel I
TDK

Memorex
BASF

Scotch
Capital

BURNHAM DRUG
YOUR REXALL STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
BEAUTY AIDS
COSMETICS

OLD TOWN
1827-3554
U IOUS RAIN ST., OLD TOWN

Autoparts

Fabrics

Students
swing into the full
season with a new cut
offered to you by

For versatality and style
we have a cut to fit
your needs
call 947-3405 for
an appointment

The Hair Taylor

99 Central St.
Bangor

Jewelry

We carry complete line of
PATTERNS
MATERIALS
NOTIONS

Ari4vatiotser,

827-7230

Authentic Indium'
Jewelry
D.A. Davidson, Inc.
SUNBURY MALL
DOWNTOWN BANGOR

Gifts

Munchies

IS A GOOD MAN TO KNOW

Books

%Atloorne to the %Abnderful
1Atr1d of B031.3

Sblver — con

Kirkland Rd.

636 Hammond Street Bangor. Me

YOUR NAPA Jobber

For Your Halloween Needs
No Tricks, Just Treats

BETTS
BOOKST
ORE
Sunbury Mall Bangor

Party Supplies
Candles, Cards
Stationary

Gifts. Posters
The nicest cards in town.,.

Picture 1, Gift

and
Twin City Plaza Brewer

Authorized dealer for TEXAS
lnstument and HEWLETTPACKARD calculators (Maine'si
only dealer for Hewlewtt
Packard)

23 Main St., Bangor

Gourmet Food

a ofiftrila pr
,jtus
F OR SOMETHING DIFFERENT
& EXTRAORDINARY

Cheeses

TheUniversity Bookstore
UMO
flam-8Orn
8arn-Spm
9em-41xn

Mon-Thurs
Friday
Saturdays

Dept. Stores

•
eegefil• of Bangor
With Two Great Stores
To Serve You Better
DOWNTOWN
9:00 - 5:00
9:00 - 9:00 Fri.

;PORT MALL
10:00 - 9:30
Daily

Save Freese's Stamps

discount whit student 10

Restaurants
ttla_V=ZEiIi2337af

Fig ol MY
forkTvlIAL REIM MIN ir43G,
vtcpes to 9c:our-volt}
.
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Meats
Imported Foods

Beer and Wine
Specialties
Gifts

SUNBURY MALL
8 CENTRAL STREET
BANGOR • MAINE 04401
(207)947-8842

Where: Wells Commons
When: 11.15 to 9:45 daily
What: soda, candy, ice cream
magazines, potato chips, pretzels,
nuts, ice, rolling papers,
kleenex pipe cleaners,
BK lighters, asprin
cigarettes etc...

MUNCHIES?
Personal Items

Hundreds of personal
items and toiletries
available at competitive
discount prices at:

THE UMO BOOKSTORE
distributed by-

BYRON H. SMITH
and CO., INC.
Perry Road, Bangor

Photographic Supplies

Hair

serves you!
with:
Student Legal Services
Distinguished Lecture Series
Student Concert Committee
Your Representative-Whether you live in a fraternity
dormitory or off-campus

MUAB
Student Government
second floor - Memorial Union

Shoe Repair

SW
call

FRANK'S SHOE REPAIR
and
Locksmith service

at

Calculators

Bangor Letter Shop
80 Columbia St., Bangor
945-9311

Gr

Student Government

DONNA' FABRIC SHOP

phone 827-5573

phone 947-3396

RESUMES
TYPING&PRINTING
WEDDING
INVITATIONS

The Hair Taylor

Dubay Auto Ports
15 SO. Water Street Old Town, Me

We Do A Lot Of Things
With Paper Including:

ZIPPER SALES AND SERVICE
ICE SKATE SHARPEN ING
SMALL APPLIANCES REPAIRED
FOREIGN CAR KEYS MADE
OPEN TUES. - SAT. 8-5
20 MAIN ST. ORONO
TEL. 866-4806

Sporting Goods
Bicycle Shop
With a fine line of
quality X-Country skis
and accesories
Full line of Splitkein Skis
and Swix Waxes

011
324 N

(.1,1
H

Next to McDonalds
OLD TOWN
in the blue dome
827-5220
752 Stillwater Ave.

Watch Repair
Rayrr

ilt

THE
MEN'S
ROOM

Professional Hair Styling
Featuring
Rofflor Sculpture Kut
Rick Crocker
Don Hoxi•
947-1870
947-3924
fvg hours 5-& 30—Closed Mondays
appointments also accepted
SUNBURY MALL-BANGOR

DAMN
SPORTING GOODS CO.
28 Broad Street
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
Telephone (207) 945-6411

Photographic Supplies
NIKON—MINOLTA—OLYMPUS
Headquarters for
oom Supplies. Film 8 AO,AleaOr 10*

,Mon - Fri 8-5

Saturday 9-5

&are: %AA Rerir
11 Broad Stteet
BANGOR. MAINE

04401

We Repair Most makes
Work Done On
Our Premises.
Hrs. Monday - Friday 9-5

15 percent OFF
WITH UMO STUDENT ID

Macl
Or,
Prof
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Graduate program has `very strong'future
by Martha Nason
In an effort to make its programs
stronger and more appealing to students,
UMO's graduate program has been
changing.
Programs in medical technology and
education at the master's level are being
developed, says Henry Hooper. dean of
UMO's graduate school. A doctorate
program in chemical engineering which
was dropped due to lack of staff has also
been reinstituted.
Some graduate students say the programs themselves are strong but feel the
job opportunities after graduation are
decreasing. Others cite apathy on the part
of the graduate students as a major
problem.
"It (the graduate program) tries hard,"
one graduate student says. "The problem
is students just don't take much interest."
Rumors that UMO President Howard R.
Neville wants to phase out the program are
unfounded, according to Hooper.
"A year ago we did cancel some courses
due to low enrollment, but there was never
a question of phasing the entire program
out," he says. "It's just the opposite. The
future of the program is very strong."
Enrollment in graduate programs dropped about 7 percent last year, but Hooper
says this reflected a national trend. He

expects this year's enrollment to be the
same as last year's, which was about 1,200
students.
Hooper says President Neville endorsed
the graduate program in his breakfast
speech to faculty in September and spoke
of strengthening it.
There has also been increased support
from the chancellor and trustees, he says,
including a marine study research center
for faculty and graduate students which the
trustees approved this month.
Graduate programs in law, business and
education are offered at UMPG, and a
graduate program in business administration is offered at the Augusta campus.
Hooper is presently trying to coordinate
programs at the Farmington, Presque Isle,
and Machias campuses.
UMO offers strong programs at the
graduate level in psychology, oceanography, and forest resources, to name just
a few. Hooper says. Programs considered
weak, such as French and economics, are
being reorganized but not dropped, he
says.
Prof. Robert Carroll, foreign languages
department chairman, says he feels the
graduate program in French has been weak
because — We haven't worked hard enough
to make the program known."
Plans have been made to advertise the
program nationally and locally, he said,

and UMO is trying to make the program
more accessible to high school teachers
and people who live a distance from
campus.
"We have a lot of applicants for all the
progiams, and the demand is high," Dean
Hooper says. "1 think we offer quality

programs, and they're geared to professionalism, as opposed to the general
education offered at the undergraduate
level."
Hooper, a physics professor, began his
part-time job as dean last January,
replacing acting dean Roderick Forsgren.

Henry Hooper
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SWETT'S

SUNOCO

call 942-9071

'AIR

CE

1IRED

tune-up
tires
brakes
exhaust service
state inspection
credit cards excepted
Hogan Rd. at Interstate 95

DOWN EASTIOYOT

COME TO

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
324 NO. MAIN

)AMSFL

REDFORD

MORRISEY

GABRIEL

RAGALIA

640 WILSON ST.
BREWER* ME.

NEED A FIX?

cis

OLD TOWN

Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding •
Gas, Oil, & Auto Accessories
Howard Sturgeon, Prop. 827-2400 ,

FREE ESTIMATES

To introduce ourselves
to our friends at UMO
and BCC, we are offering
a 15 percent DISCOUNT on
parts and/or service
from now until Nov. 30th.
All you need is this ad
and your student ID
card.

SYMBOLS OF LOVE
A Keepsake diamond ring
says it all, reflecting your love
in its brilliance and beauty.
The Keepsake guarantee
assures a perfect diamond of
fine white color and precise cut.
There is no finer diamond ring.

Toyota quality parts
& service

/WN

I3ANGOR

RADIATOR

4401
ekes

5

T ID

•Radiators
•Gas Tanks
•Heliarc

ee

SHOP

Raymone st.. Cormier, Prop

pair

9

Our 50th Year
•Heaters
•Gas and Arc vveicilny

'FALL WINTERIZING. SPECIAL'
Machine Flush cooling system and winterize
(inetudea AntiFreeze) $16.00
Or, same as above but with additional PEAK
Professional Cooling System cleaner
$25.00
258 Main St, Bangor 942-7242
MENTION THIS AD TO RAY

Registered Diamond Rings

rHow to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
FREE! Beautiful 20-page booklet for planning your engagement and
wedding plus color brochure on vital diamond facts and latest ring
styles. Special bonus coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book,
your complete wedding record Send 25( for postage and handling
F 77
Name
Address _
City
Zip
State
Keepsake Diamond Rings, Box 90. Syracuse, New York 13201
Find your Keepsake dealer under Jewelers in the Yellow Pages
or call toll free 800-243-6100. In Connecticut 800-882-6500
.-1
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Counseling center offers
easier studying method
by Connie Merrill

Om.

4111#

The new UMO-Old Town bike path should be finished this week [photo by Sumner
Thompson].

Bike trail nears finish line
by Dave Billings
Colder weather is coming, but local
bicyclists are in for a treat before the frost
sets in. The UMO-Old Town bike trail is
near completion.
The 3-mile-(4.8 kilometer) long trail is
now half-finished and should be ready for
riders "by the end of this week,"
according to Sally Jacobs, Old Town-Orono
Regional Bicycle Committee chairman.
All that remains to be paved is the half
nearest UMO, which begins behind
Stewart Complex. This should have been
done last week, but had to be postponed
because of bad weather, Jacobs said.
The committee, which was established
by Old Town and Orono to develop bike
lanes in the area, has had plans on paper
for the trail since 1973.
In November 1976, the committee
received a grant from the federal govern-

ment's bikeway demonstration projects
program, and work was begun the first
week in September. Jacobs says the trail is
the only one in New England funded by
this program.
The trail, which is being constructed by
H.E. Sargent Inc. of Old Town, has a total
price tag of $176,000, Jacobs says. She
adds that UMO is donating the right-ofway for the project at a cost of $22,000, and
that Old Town is putting up $12,000 and
Orono $6,000. The balance of $136,000 will
be paid by the federal government.
The trail runs north from Stewart
Complex, passes University Park and then
branches off. The shorter branch ends near
Pine Haven Trailer Park, while the other
runs roughly parallel to Stillwater Avenue
and ends on Perkins Avenue in Old Town.
The bicycle committee is also responsible for the bike lanes which already exist
in Orono. Chairman Jacobs is a UMO
biochemistry instructor.

4

Wilson St. Brewer

Having an Affair?
The Corral proudly announces an unbeatable
setting, for your group function. Whether a
semi-formal or an X-mas party, we can satisfy
all your needs.
.Juitt Think I You can arrive early , enjoy your
buffet and great liquid embellishments at the
lo
s
west
prices in the area, -and dance or listen to
r
superb entertainment at no chard..

.4•

How can you beat it?
Call 989-4721 for
Information and reservations

The next time you read an assignment
again and still don't understand it, don't
give up in frustration.
Margaret Hatch, an education and
career counselor at the Fernald Hall
Counseling Center, offers a few helpful
study hints.
It is important to decide which subjects
are most crucial to study, Hatch says.
Students often "haven't set priorities as to
which are really going to most helpful in
the accomplishment of their goals.
Students must also learn to organize
their time.
"You don't necessarily have to buy
shoes today when really you should be
studying for a prelim," she says.
Hatch says she recommends the SQ3R
method of reading to most students who
come for advice.
SQ3R represents five study steps:
survey, question. read, recite and review.
To survey, the student reads the
headings, italicized phrases, typographical
cues, introductory and closing paragraphs
in order to get an overview of the material.
Next the student should turn the
headings into questions. It might also be
beneficial to use any questions the book
might provide, Hatch says.
The student must read rapidly to answer
the questions.
"If you are motivated to read faster, you
can accomplish a lot on your own." The
faster reader gets the complete thought
quickly, while the slow reader dwells •
longer than he should, according to Hatch.
To read rapidly, one must make a
conscious effort to read from left to right
and avoid darting the eyes up and down the
page. Readers are encouraged to fixate on
key words—nouns, verbs, and adjectives-and to overlook articles and prepositions.

The next step is to close the book and try
to answer the questions formed earlier.
Review is then necessary, not a week
after the material was first studied, but
nightly for declining periods of time, she
says. —Take a few minutes to put together
all the things that were studied, so you
don't lose it."
Student's attitudes toward tests might
improve if they looked at an examination as
a learning experience rather than an
evaluation device, Hatch says. Students
can learn their weak points from an exam.
The felt-tip pen method of underlining
pertinent points is usually a waste of time,
she says: "Students mark more than what
is really important." Coloring key phrases
may help if done in conjunction with the
SQ3R method, however.
Flash cards and lecture notes are
considered by Hatch to be importent study
aids. She says the SQ3R method can be
applied to lecture notes to help the student
asssociate the ideas conveyed in the lecture
with the assigned reading material.
Flash cards are useful "in any new
subject where there are definitions or
functions," she says.
Hatch emphasizes health as a factor in a
student's attitude toward an exam. She
stresses the importance of adequate sleep
and a breakfast before an exam.
"We fool ourselves that pulling an n
all-nighter aids us."
Students who wish to learn more about
the SQ3R method with are encouraged to
make an appointment with the counseling
center. Fernald Hall also has an educational and occupational library for student
use, she says.
Hatch received her bachelor's degree in
psychology from the University of Colorado
and her master's in educational psychology
from the Univerisity of Minnesota.

:843,

If you compare,
you'll select Etna
If you don't
compare, don't say
we didn't warn you!
Lindon S. Brown II
Daniel R. Guereffe
Frank J. Myska

947-3481
947-7746
866-4064

Business Hours 8:30- 4:30
Call 942- 5279

The /Etna College Plan . . .
Life Insurance for students
Etna Life Insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut
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Volleyball

Lady Bears lose two, win one at UMass
by Laurie Osgood
The UMO Women's volleyball team
returned from Holyoke, Mass. this past
weekend with one more win and two more
losses, boosting their record to 13-4 after
facing their toughest day of competition so
far at the UMass campus.
Although the UMO team showed
brilliant team play and continued to exhibit
fine power volleyball maneuvers throughout the day, it nevertheless dropped two
very close matches to UMass and Williams

College before handing Bridgeport College
a loss.
The first 2 matches were a battle to the
finish, going to 3 games apiece, with UMO
losing by a mere 2 points in 3 of 4 losses.
In the first game against UMass., the
Orono six gained a commanding lead of
12-6, but a strong surge by UMass saw
Maine earn only 2 more points before
losing 16-14.
Terry Karkos, Linda Smith, and Renea
Deighton combined their serves for the
majority of points in this game, with each
serving four apiece.

UMO took the second game 15-9, with
Renea Deighton serving for 11 of the .total
15 points. In the final game the lead went
from 5-3 UMass to 8-5 UMO before the
Mass. team fianlly emerged the victors at
15-13. UMass went 2-1 for the day.
The second match with Williams was
just as gruelling as the first, as it again
took 3 games to determine the winner. In
the first, the Williams squad gained an
early lead and held on to defeat UMO
15-11, but the strong Orono team rallied
back in the second game to overtake their
opponents 15-12, with Kim Boyer, Barb

Cummings, and Mary Jane Ryan each
serving for 4 points.
Williams emerged the champs, however,
in the third and most exciting game of the
day, as UMO again lost a heartbreaker
17-15. Williams went undefeated for the
day.
Finally, the Lady Bears fought back with
Bridgeport College and defeated them in 2
games, 15-4 and 18-16 respectively, with
Kim Boyer serving for 9 in the First and
Linda Smith serving for 10 in the second.
Bridgeport ended tip 0-3.

Western Carolina Cats stop Black Bears
by Kevin Burnham
The Western Carolina Catamounts held,
off an upset-minded UMO Black Bear
squad en route to a 41-20 win Saturday in
Cullowhee, N.C.
The Cats, rolling up 509 total yards on
offense, were led by quarterback Mike
Pusey who threw four touchdown passes.
Split end Wayne Tolleson, the nation's
top receiver, caught eight passes for 1L9
yards and three touchdowns. Wingback
Jeff Ciccone also caught eight passes for
113 yards and one touchdown.
UMO's Rudy DiPietro had a fine day
rushing as he had 170 yards, the second
best in UMO history. The best is his own
record 194 yards set earlier this year
against Central Connecticut. DiPietro now
has 647 yards in seven games this year and
2.040 in his career.
Maine had their work cut out for them
from the start as the Cats scored the first
two times they had the ball.

Harriers take
second in state

Pusey threw two touchdown passes to
Tolleson, one from 30 yards out and the
other from 15 yards out, to give the Cats a
quick 12-0 first quarter lead.
Both
conversion tries were missed.
However Maine was not one to give up
quickly, as it scored two plays later.
Following the Cats' kickoff, UMO
quarterback Jack Cosgrove, who was 14 of
23 for 198 yards on the day, threw to split
end Stan LaPointe for a 13-yard gain
setting up the UMO play of the game.
DiPietro ran off right tackle, sprinting
past the secondary and a 67-yard touchdown run. Mike Hodgson's conversion
kick failed.

Field hockey team
ties in season final
The field hockey team closed out the
regular season at 6-2-2 in Caribou
Thursday, tying the University of Maine at
Presque Isle(UMPI) 1-1 on a short Caribou
High School field.
The two teams' first meeting earlier in
the season also ended in a tie.

by Steve Vaitones
Pul Oparowski of Bates led his team to a
fifth straight state cross country championship Saturday by winning his second
individual state meet crown at Colby
College. Maine took second place for the
fourth year in a row with 42 points behind
Bates' 22. Bowdoin. with 85. and Colby.
with 95, also competed.
Both Maine and Bates started fast.
quickly moving ahead of their Maine
counterparts on a hilly section with two
miles left, giving them positions necessary
to gain the victory.
Oparowski moved ahead early, and only
Bruce Freme of Bowdoin could respond to
the challenge. The two ran stride for stride
down the home stretch with Oparowski
winning by two seconds, running the
'ugged 5.1 miles in 24:40.
Pete Brigham was the first UMO
finisher, coming in fifth in 24:08. Phil
Garland took seventh, Sam Pelletier ninth,
Mike Westphal tenth, and Joe Schultz
eleventh, as the Bears were more
successful in breaking up the Bate's pack
than during their previous meeting. Al; ran
fine races, and UMO's strength lower in
order may let them beat their archrivals in
the New Englands in two weeks.
This weekend, though, the above
mentioned five along with Sam Hamilton
and Dick Dunn travel to Rhode Island,
where they will compete in the Yankee
Conference meet.

A muddy field and an unplayable
striking circle with a standing pool of water
forced officials to switch the game to
nearby Caribou High School. where the
field was fairly dry by at least 20 yards
short of regulation size.
Brook Merrow quickly scored for UMO
less than two minutes into the game
deflecting a cross-circle pass from Janice
Lamborghnini into the goal. UMPI had a
chance to even the score on a penalty shot
21 minutes into the half, but goalie I inda
Guerrette stopped Debbie Mador's attempt with her hand.
UMPI finally scored 15 minutes into the
second half on a Nancy Morrow shot.
"Conditions were less than ideal," said
Coach Davis in evaluating the disappointing tie. "We played in rain as we've
done practically all season. UMPI was also
the last of five games in two weeks, all of
which were major contenders," she said.
Playing on a F bort field definitely
changed the game, Davis explained.
"There was less room to maneuver, and
the game was faster, giving us less chance
to recover."
UMPI grabbed a big share of the
offensive action and kept Guerrette busy
with 50 shots on the goal. Guerrette had 18
saves while UMPI goalie Kim Madore had
six.

Maine took the 13-12 lead in the second
quarter behind the efforts of DiPietro and
Cosgrove connected with
Cosgrove.
LaPointe for a 50-yard gain, short of the
goal line. Fullback Jim Hood scored on a
two yard plunge and Hodgson's kick gave
the Bear's the lead.
WCU scored again before the half when
Pusey hit Tolleson with a seven-yard
touchdown pass. Pusey then threw to

Ciccone for the two points to give the Cats
a 20-13 halftime lead.
Darrell Lipford, WCU's all-time leading
rusher, ran for 155 yards on 29 carries and
scored two second half touchdowns which
provided the winning margin.
Maine dropped to 3-4 on the season but
hope to even their record this Saturday
when they face Albany State at Alumni
Field.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
PHATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP
WILL BE

ON
CAMPUS
NOVEMBER 2,1977
to interview candidates

Consult your Placement Office,
for degree and field of study
requirements

Imp

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

An Equal Opportunity Employer/Male & Female
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Low ownl Privacy law draws few students
by Ken Holmes

Tuesday, October 25
performance: Ragtime630 p.m. Live
Millionaires. This show will be taped in the
MPBN studios in Alumni Hall There are a
limited number of seats. No admission charge

Wednesday, October 26
7 p.m. Pre-Law Society All interested in the
field of law are invited to hear assistant dean
William Julavits of the University of Maine
School of Law discuss "What a Law School
Looks For in Applications." Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union
7-9 p m. Career Interest Sessions G.-oup
discussions led by off-campus professiolais.
faculty, upperclassmen . 7 p.a.. Medical
technology and marine biology. Wells 1:0mmons Lounge. 8 p.m. Pre-med. Corbett Main
Lounge 9 p.m. Pre-dental, dental hygiene,
animal science. Wells Commons Lounge.
4.00 p.m. in 110 Little Hall, America's most
influenilal Marxist economist, Paul Sweaty, wit
speak on Crisis in American Capitalim? A
Historial Perspective. Sweery's ;deax have
pervaded radical economic thought and he is
considered to have co-authored the mos!
influential book written on American Marxist
economics, Monopoly Capital.

Thursday, October 27
7.30 p m. The Way Biblical Research and
Teaching Ministry: a public explanation
Bangor Room, Memorial Union

Ten UMO students this year are taking
advantage of a once-cot troversial federal
pri-. ac' protection and records-aLcess law,
according to Registrat ..ohn Collins.
The legislation. enacted in 1975, known
as the Buckley amendment; gave students
nationwide the right to have universities
keep all their records confidential. Under
the privacy provisions, the only persons
granted access to the records are university
officials with a legitimate need.
WI. Buckley amendment also gave
students the legal right to see any personal
records kept by the university.
"Only about a dozen students" at UMO
have requested the registrar's office to
keep their records private this year. Collins
said. Their names aren't listed in the UMO
student directory. he said, and the
registrar's office is forbidden to give
information about where the students live.
To gain privacy, Collins said, students
must complete a form at the registrar's
office in Wingate Hall. After such a
request is filed, Collins said, "even if your
favorite grandfather stops and asks where
you live, we're not going to tell him where
you are."
This year's lack of student interest in
the Bualcy amendment contrasts greatly

from 1975-76, the first year the act was in
effect.
About 23 percent of UMO students
opted for total privacy that year, Collins
said. The large response forced university
officials to limit the distribution of student
directories to faculty and administrators.
The large response also prodded the
administration into changing the method
through which students requested privacy.
Initially, according to Collins, a check-off
box for the privacy was included on
registration material sent to all students
before the school year started.
But because of the large response and
because many students weren't thought to
understand the ramifications of the checkoff, the registrar's office did away with it
and began requiring students to request
privacy in person.
Under the changed method, the student
directory is again available--for a fee--to
anyone who wants one.
An equally controversial facet of the
Buckley amendment, giving students the
right to inspect any personal records the
univtrsity keeps on them, has met with a
similar lack of student interest.
Among the records to which students
have access are those at the admissions
office. The records kept there include
high-school transcripts and recom-

•

• Police seek to improve wages
(continued from page 1)
two university branches with campus
police. Policemen on both these campuses
carry guns.
Another police spokesman said if anyone
at the department was offered another job

with a 20-cent raise or less, they would take
it, and there are "maybe five officers who
are not looking for another job." Not being
allowed to carry a gun might have
something to do with it, the spokesman
said.
The student committee began a petition
last Friday and got about 350 signatures,

Hammer said. "That's a good showing,"
he said. "We're grateful for the students'
support."
"The students' voice will have an effect
in the long run," D'Amico said. "It will
reinforce whatever the campus policy is (no
weapons)."

•Police won't prosecute
(continued from page 1)
"Since only 22 percent of dorm students
will be of agc as of Monday, students will
have to decide if it is really going to be
worth it to have keg parties," Rideout said.
UMO Detective Millie Cannon cautioned
that other police departments may make
different interpretations.
"If you are somewhere else in Maine,
you'd better be careful," Cannon said.

2
toi,

The Big Brother and Big Sister Program
needs volunteers willing to spend a few
hours a week with a youngster (agen seven
to 17) from the Bangor-Brewer area.
The program, which is a non-profit,
non-demoninationai service, is sponsored
by the Diocesan Human Relation Services
in cooperation with the Bangor-Brewer
YWCA and the Student Action Corps at
UMO. Volunteers must be at least 19-years
old.
Anyone interested in the program may
contact the Maine Student Action Corps on
the second floor of the Memorial Union or
call 581-7675.

Chicago XI

SERIES
7.98
STEREO
LP'S

947-7825

Festival Of Ills

So' r, Safer,
Sterilized Diapers
-soft for your baby
-less chance of rash
-less expensive
than paper diapers
-door to door service

Leon N. Pinkham
Photographer

Fine-Art Photos
Make Great X-mas Presents'
Custom Orders Taken
Choose Yours Now
Black and White or Color
44 Central St. Suite 101
942-8453

Students Show II)
For reduced rates

SALE STARTS TUESDAY
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OCT. 25

FLEETWOOD MAC,
"Rumours"
HEART,
"Little Queen"
CROSBY, STILLS & NASH.
"C S N"
FOREIGNER
"Book of Dreams"
STEVE MILLER,
YES,
"Going For The One"
DOOBIE BROS.,
'Livin' On The Fault Line"
RITA COOLIDGE,
"Anytime, Anywhere"
SUPERTRAMP,
"Even In The Quietest Moments"
PETER FRAMPTON,
"I'm in You"
CHICAGO XI
LINDA RONSTADT,
"Simple Dreams"
TED NUGENT,
"Cat Scratch Fever"
"Terrapin Station"
GRATEFUL DEAD,
"A Farewell To Kings"
RUSH,
PABLO CRUISE,
"Place In The Sun"
FIREFALL,
"Luna Sea"
FOGHAT,
"Fogahat Live"
BILLY JOEL.
"The Stranger
JAMES TAYLOR.
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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mendations, which are kept for two years
after the date of application to the
university and then destroyed.
Assistant Director of Admissions
William L. Bryan said "very few, just a
haqdful" of students ever request to look
at the records. He said students requests
for access to their files are routinely
granted.
Collins, whose office keeps student
transcript records from the time they
officially enter the university, also reports
little student interest in reviewing them.
He said students "very, very rarely"
request to look at their transcripts. Most
such cases, he said, occur when students
need a copy of their transcripts for some
reason, or want to see whether their
records are up to date.
The experiences at UMO with the
Buckley amendment have been much
calmer than at many universities.
At Harvard University, for example,
shortly before the act went into effect,
many confidential files which the university kept on students were destroyed,
causing a student uproar there.
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